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I. Choose the correct Answers. 

1. “Do you know where my ipod is?” is an example of what kind of sentence?    [a] 

a. Declarative  b. Imperative  c. Interrogative d. Exclamatory 

2. “The house is on fire!” is an example of what kind of sentence?     [a] 

a. Declarative  b. imperative  c. Interrogative d. Exclamatory 

3. “Anna, answer the door” is an example of what kind of sentence?     [a] 

a. imperative  b. declarative  c. interrogative d. Exclamatory 

4. “I am in your homework” is an example of what kind of sentence?     [a] 

a. imperative  b. declarative  c. interrogative d. exclamatory 

5. An interrogative sentence ends with a questions mark      [a] 

a. Question mark  b. full stop  c. exclamatory mark d. other 

6. An exclamatory sentence ends with an        [a] 

a. explanation mark b. period  c. Full stop  d. other 

7. The function of a declarative sentence is        [a] 

a. To make a statement b. To ask something c. To make   d. All of the above 

8. “My favorite type of fast frod is pizza” what type of sentence is it?     [a] 

a. interrogative   b. exclamatory c. declarative  d. comparative 

9. An imperative sentence can end with         [a] 

a. Both c and d  b. A period  c. A comma  d. A period 

10. A declarative sentence ends with a         [b] 

a. question mark  b. period  c. a & b  d. comma 

11. “Tell me where you found those glasses” this is an _________ sentence.    [a] 

a.  Imperative  b. Exclamatory c. interrogative  d. Declarative 

12. “What time should we leave for the airport?” this is an _______ sentence.   [a] 

a. Interrogative  b. Declarative  c. Exclamatory  d. Imperative 

13. “There is no way I am going to let you get a tattoo” This is an ______ sentence   [a] 

a. Imperative  b. declarative  c. question  d. exclamatory 

14. John’s mom drives him home from school most days      [c] 

a. Drived   b. Driving  c. Drives  d.  Drivers 

15. One day last year John _______ for his mom at the front door     [c] 

a. will wait   b. wait   c. waited  d.ded wait 

16. Just before he got there, a tree branch ______ into the car’s wind shield    [c] 

a. will crash  b. crash  c. crashed  d. crashing 

17. The branch _____ John’s mom inside the car       [b] 

a. Trap   b. Trapped  c. will trap  d. shall trap 

18. The fire fighters ___________ her         [a] 

a. Rescued   b. will rescued  c. rescue  d. rescuing  

19. During the last Ice age, slaciers ___________ canade      [d] 

a. will cover  b. covering  c. cover  d. covered 

20. Many animals will _________ in the cold        [d] 

a. Dead   b. died   d. Dying  d. Die 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II. Fill in the blanks 

1. The negative form of the sentence “Ram goes to school” is Ram does not go to school. 

2. They speak English. They don’t speak English. 

3. We finish our work. We don’t finish our work. 

4. Ram comes here. Ram does not come here. 

5. Barbar and joanne siggled all night select correct intonation for statement and questions 

6. My name is Adir Ferreira ______________________ 

7. Nice to meet you ______________________ 

8. Why did you do that ____________________ 

9. I’ll be back in an hour ___________________ 

10. Who’s that wormed over there __________________ 

11. Add  question tag it is not dark Is n’t  

12. Symbol of Rising tone ________________ 

13. Symbol of falling tone ________________ 

14. Symbol of Rising falling tone ______________ 

15. Where will you stay ________________ 

16. Harish is a lawyer ______________ 

17. The house is nearly complete _______________ 

18. Where will you stay _______________ 

19. Are you coming ________________ 

20. Has she bought a _____________ car? 

 

III. Short Answers.    

1. Who is the author of lesson The Heaven of Freedom _______________ ? 

A: Rabindranath Tagore 

2. Author of “Mother Teresa” 

A: File Herod 

3. Good things come to those who wait mean? 

A: Virtue of patience 

4. Name the state animals of Telangana? 

A: Jinks 

5. What is script writing? 

A: Written version of a play or other dramatic composition 

6. What does oggu katha mean? 

A: Folk art form of Telangana 

7. Yoca can’t judge a book mean? 

A: It means that we should not judge people by their appearance alone 

8. What is picture vocabulary? 

A: Method of importing vocabulary. 

9. Mark the falling tone to the given sentence? 

A: Good morning 

10. Falling rising tone? 


